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Activities related to Your Parent Who Offers Alzheimer's Dementia provides a selection of user-
friendly activities that will help sustain your parent's self-care abilities, flexibility, and
socialization. These duties encourage success and emotions of self well worth, and offer
imaginative ways to interact with your mother or father. This written format is normally an
instrument which also encourages consistency between caregivers. In this book you will see:
-Over fifty activity suggestions with implementation recommendations -Activity Assessment
Forms -Alzheimer's dementia support resources -Caregiver burnout prevention concepts
-Definitions of frequently used medical terms -Area by room safety suggestions -Home and
personal security assessment The Activity Assessment Form objectively enables you to
appearance at each one of these tasks. It can benefit to determine the setup and environment
that is most effective with your parent.
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Helpful, creative guide helps with meaningful connection I am so grateful to this author for
recording so many wonderful suggestions for helping a person with dementia engage with their
senses, their memories, the world around them, the people close to them. I'm a memory
treatment director at a nursing house. It's worthwhile. I've personally tried a few of these
activities and found them to become uplifting in meeting the talents of these with memory
reduction. I am in the process of putting together a task kit for my father, and I have used this
reserve as my primary resource. She also gives insight about what she noticed with her own
Mother while doing the activities.. Also, the review bedding at the end of each chapter disrupt
the flow in the Kindle edition.A huge thank you to Judith Levy because of this terrific resource! I
think that reality of shedding a deeper level of communication with my dear dad made me feel
somewhat helpless and paralyzed, and I wasn't in a position to recognize the little connections I
possibly could make each day with him. In fact, I think I'll purchase the hardcopy right now. Glad
I purchased this book. Just suggestions. I did get some good ideas from the reserve, a few them a
success, a couple not. I've a parent and 2 aunts that have this awful disease. They are all in
various phases in it's progression. I got this book for more ideas to help to keep them secure and
occupied. I also care for this type of person in a Long term care facility. Hopefully, I could use
some of these ideas with them. Now my mother in law is suffering from the start of Dementia
and I plan to use this publication to help her and the family members get through this hard time.
A wonderful book My mother had passed away a couple of years ago and I wish We had read this
book before she did. There are therefore many wonderul chapters that I possibly could have
used to create my moms last days more enjoyable. I especially liked the section on THE WONDER
Parlor. Weather a man or women each one of these activities would make those last years
better. If nothing at all else, I think this reserve will be good for reference. I do believe that
Nursing homes shoud be recommending this book to families. This is a great book. Each chapter
is a quick read This is a great book. Each chapter is definitely a quick read. I love that she
explains why this activity- what it can for the person carrying it out. FIVE stars for the content
and the therapeutic impact this book has had on my entire life and my father's, but four
celebrities for the Kindle version. At the end of each quick read chapter there is an assessment
page so that you can maintain notes on how your beloved responded. It is a well thought out
book and I would recommend it for anybody who has a cherished one with dementia or
Alzheimer's. I only gave this a 3 star rating as the . I should possess gotten the hardcopy of this
one, as it could have been simpler to "thumb" through. I am using it for homecare staff teaching
and would encourage anyone who cares for a person with dementia to buy it and UTILIZE IT!! I
was expecting something a little different and "from the box" activities- other than what I
currently do. It may be beneficial to others. No frustration if the caregiver follows Ms. So EASY to
follow and use Judy's Book is an excellent resource! So EASY to follow and use..! I only gave this
a 3 star rating because the activities in the book We already do with my parents who both
possess Alzheimers. As you reviewer described the repetitive use of the "gain access to this
activity" page. Dementia activities Recieved book but unfortunately my partner dementia
experienced progressed to the point of not being able to do any of the actions.The book was
extremely interesting and could be usefull in the future.Packaging and shipping of the book was
good.JC Just what the physician ordered. Judith,Thank you so very much for sharing your
opinions. Overall a good resource for the caregiver library I came across this to be an over all
very great reference. The most crucial thing for all of us is to maintain my mother as happy and
healthy as possible and these recommendations are simply what we needed.Thank you. Nothing
New Nothing at all new in this book just the same old stuff. One Star Useless Music and domestic



pets, the rest is common sense: see list below This book's activities are pretty obvious and the
descriptions aren't really enlightening, for me personally it is a waste of money unless you have
no imagination.) Laundry Day time Mah Jongg Coloring Publication HANDMADE CARDS sing
along Stickers Watching TV (as if any American you need to told this is an activity for sedentary
people) Winding Yarn Crossword puzzles One activity I though was worth writing home about
was "pets". In any other case I'll save you the money, here are a few of the activities: Baking Ball
Toss BEAUTY SALON Bingo Blowing bubbles Drawing Getting Dressed (Really?) Shopping Eating
out Having a Discussion (yes, this is really 'described' as a task. Makes me question what the
alternative was before this, totally ignoring your loved one? If that is the case this publication is
indeed for you, buy it with regard to your beloved. The unsuccessful actives aren't a fault of the
reserve, everyone is different. You may already know, it's so hard to maintain a positive, cheerful
attitude when faced with the never ending task of caring for my mother. This book hits the nail
on the top! its a great addition to my library! Perhaps that might have been one or just a couple
scored and removable webpages that might have been picture copied, rather than keep these
things take 1/3 of the web page count? Also, many of the actions aren't anything brand-new or
"outside the box" type of activities.. I think every nursing home shouldn't only allow therapy
animals, they should have programs where elderly help with household pets like hens, it has
found to be extremely therapeutic. But I'd have loved to find even more unique thoughts and
activities as well as perhaps a broader check bed that simply the authors parents?. Overall I
enjoyed the reserve and am pleased with the purchase. Three Stars good Five Stars Great ideas
that are practical and easy. Great ideas for those in the home AND one-on-1 in a facility! Most of
the suggestions are so basic and cost nothing, however I hadn't thought of them. As such, I'm
frequently looking for apparent directions to give to staff and volunteers providing individual
activities for our residents. There are several tweaks that may be made to it though. I can't wait
to share it with staff, families, and volunteers.I really like the patient, compassionate voice of
the author, the very very clear directions, and the myriad actions she presents. Judy's Book is an
excellent resource! Levy's advice. I'd also recommend this book to those who care for someone
within their home, including paid care companions. Worth every penny.
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